Torsten Wolf, CMO, brands4friends

Safe and sound: How
brands4friends stays
secure and privacy
compliant
“E-commerce is all about people. We do more
than just store personal data: we monetize it. This
makes it critical for us to stay on the safe side of
data protection law. DataGuard helps us do
exactly that.”
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has reinforced the importance of data privacy for online

marketplaces. And for e-commerce businesses, this represents an interesting challenge. Personal
data forms the foundation of this business model: from marketing to order processing. A selection of
figures from brands4friends demonstrates this:

“We send out our newsletter to over one million users - daily. Add to this over 200,000 push
notifications and additional marketing measures that we use to inform our members about current
offers”, explains Torsten Wolf, CMO of brands4friends.

Large-scale online marketing can increase risks

brands4friends has around 3 million registered users. The company stores and uses the personal
data of each and every user. As such, the company faces the constant scrutiny of data protection
authorities and the public. “We are a well-known brand, but this in turn puts us in a highly exposed
position due to our extensive online marketing processes”, explains Andreas Grimm, CHRO at
brands4friends, “For us, it is crucial to get everything right and stay on the safe side when it comes
to the protection of our customers’ data.” The company also faces above-average liability risks: as
part of the Regent Group, which includes German fashion brand Escada, the revenue of the entire
group would be impacted if calculating fines for a privacy breach.

Searching for a holistic data privacy
solution

“We wanted to clearly see the number of employees who have or
haven’t already completed their annual data privacy training at
any time”, says Grimm. “We decided a technical solution would be
perfect for us, as it provides a full overview of our current data
privacy status.”
When brands4friends was sold to the Regent Group in 2019, the GDPR had been in effect for about
a year. The regulation specifies clear data protection requirements. To meet these, the company
had to appoint a data protection officer (DPO). An internal staff member was out of the question,
because the DPO cannot be anyone with managerial responsibility, nor anyone who presents a
conflict of interest. As a result, brands4friends started looking for a partner who offer a holistic data
privacy solution who could support the company as an external data protection officer. They also
favored companies who leverage technology to make privacy management more efficient: solutions
that could bundle their documentation and provide templates and online training courses.

DataGuard’s compelling ‘all-in-one' package

During the evaluation phase, stakeholders at brands4friends met with several service providers,
querying key performance metrics and comparing different offerings. “DataGuard’s privacy experts
answered every question we had quickly and competently. They personally convinced us and

compared to other providers, offered the best overall package in terms of scope and transparency”,

confirms Grimm.

Spreading awareness and building in-house privacy
expertise

As mentioned previously, online training courses for the brands4friend’s 150 employees was a major

requirement. Courses are now offered to all employees in a flexible and efficient way, with seamless

documentation, via the DataGuard platform. “Training our team was critical for us”, explains Wolf,

“because awareness about the importance of data privacy amongst all team members, together

with an understanding of key issues in the handling of personal data, is vital for systematically

preventing errors and GDPR infringements.”

DataGuard Academy is optimised to provide exactly

that. Employees can find comprehensive training courses together with up-to-date information and

a downloadable whitepaper.

“Demand is high: our team love using the platform without us having to instruct them to do so”,

confirms Grimm. “We can also attribute that to the fact that we are a very digitally minded

company, with prior experience using similar platforms.”

Staying compliant is the most honest approach brands
can take

Within the team of brands4friends, DataGuard has boosted awareness for data privacy matters

and brought expertise on GDPR-compliant processes for e-commerce: “Today, we can make sound

decisions on data privacy compliant processes and realize our marketing efforts with the assurance

that legal requirements are continuously met. This gives us a real sense of security”, confirms Wolf.

The bonus? Whenever brands4friends has any questions or doubts, they no longer have to search

for an answer themselves or seek help from external experts. DataGuard is their single point of

contact for any privacy-related query. “Whenever we have questions about data privacy, we reach

out to our external data protection officer. DataGuard responds quickly and competently and gives

us clear recommendations for action that we can implement right away. That’s great”, says Grimm.

What’s more, the teams can regularly exchange ideas and insights, keeping each other up to date

and continuously improving processes in terms of privacy compliance.

about DataGuard
Combining human expertise with a web-based platform,
DataGuard is the end-to-end solution for managing your privacy
and information security with total peace of mind. More than 1,500
customers trust us to help them comply with regulations like the
GDPR, attain and retain certifications such as ISO 27001, or
manage consents and preferences with ease. With over
150 employees in Munich, Berlin and London, together we form a
true partnership, driving compliance and generating value through
trust and transparency.

Approaching privacy compliance is 

easier when your company is armed with 

a structured plan and the advice of an
expert. To book a free consultation,
contact us today.
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